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Location Index: Guidelines for Spatial
Enablement of Datasets

1 Introduction
The information age has enabled the collection and integration of previously disconnected data
to generate new insights. This capability has been used to help retailers understand their
customers better, it helps governments understand how to deliver more targeted services and it
helps us better understand natural processes and the intersection with society.
Location, where something occurs, is a common and powerful parameter which we often use to
integrate data. Understanding where things happen can help us identify the existence of
otherwise unknown relationships. For example, we might be interested in understanding the
flood (or bush fire) risk to constituents across an electorate who are part of a certain
demographic.
In order to use location as an integration key, location information needs to be embedded within
the datasets being integrated. These datasets need to be location enabled.
The most commonly method used to location-enable a dataset is to embed location identifiers
within the data. For example, a data set which includes street addresses as a parameter is a
location-enabled data set. Similarly, data reported using an ASGS SA1 reporting unit is locationenabled.
In order to be able to integrate location-enabled data sets, it is necessary to be able to
determine the relationship between different location identifiers. The Location Index (Loc-I)
provides users with the ability to understand the spatial relationship between commonly used
identifiers of location. These identifiers include: street addresses (from G-NAF), various ABS
reporting units (meshblocks, SA1, etc) and the Bureau of Meteorology’s Australian Hydrological
Geospatial Fabric (the Geofabric).
Commonwealth, State and Territory governments have extensive experience and capability in
the collection and management of spatial information. With the increasing use of location
information across society for an ever increasing variety of purposes, the agencies collecting
and managing this data need to act to keep pace with demand. In particular, location
information needs to be made accessible in ways that give confidence to users and support
their use cases and modes of operating.
Many datasets that incorporate location-based information cannot be easily accessed and
analysed with reliability across government agencies. This is an issue at both at the
Commonwealth level and between jurisdictions. There remains too much duplication of effort

collecting similar data, too little reuse and too few linkages across key datasets which is costly
and inefficient.
The Location Integration Index (Loc-I) project aims to:
●
●

Increase the amount of location intelligence available by spatially enabling key
Government economic, environmental and social data;
Develop a prototype infrastructure to facilitate the use of location intelligence which
enhances public and private sector decision making, planning and service delivery

In order to achieve this, it is important to develop a set of guidelines for data
providers/custodians to follow as a set of “Best Practices” to facilitate spatial enablement of
government datasets.
This document sets out to define the high-level requirements and guidelines to do this. The
intention is to support and provide guidance to an organisation seeking to enable their datasets
to be:
1) Compatible with the Loc-I infrastructure, and data acquired through Loc-I; and/or,
2) Submitted to the Loc-I governance structure for certification as an official Loc-I dataset.

2 Scope
The scope of this document is to provide initial guidelines for the spatial enablement of
datasets under the Location Index (Loc-I) Project. It will focus on describing the relevant
technologies and use cases that have been identified as key elements of Loc-I. Also included in
this document will be the roadmaps related to the tasks/activities required for spatial
enablement of datasets under Loc-I.
This document is intended to communicate the value proposition of Loc-I - why would a

stakeholder interact with Loc-I and a brief overview how Loc-I works and stakeholders may
interact with at a high level.
Detailed technical guidance, reference API documentation, etc. is out of scope for this
document, however, that material is available through other online resources referenced
throughout the document, which documents detailed technical processes, methods for how to
use Loc-I.

2.1 Audience
2.1.1 Levels of Seniority
●

Senior Exec/Decision Maker - able to pass on to Technical leaders for technical
assessment regarding “do we want/need to engage with Loc-I?”

2.2 Types of Stakeholders
●
●
●

Spatial data providing organisations wishing to publish their spatial data in a Loc-I
compatible way
Organisations with managers/custodians of observational and measurement data who
wish to spatial reference their data using Loc-I
Application developer who want to developed third party apps on top of Loc-I
infrastructure.

2.3 Context - problem statement
Current processes of data aggregation from multiple location points and manual processing
creates data quality errors, are time consuming and not repeatable. The lack of standardisation
in naming and identifying spatial features (often arbitrary numeric and/or alphanumeric
identifiers are used) and other metadata hampers the ability to effectively and reliably integrate
data for analysis (e.g. spatial and/or statistical).
Existing infrastructure allows some datasets to be linked using one or two of these locations
(e.g. street and address datasets) but requires the use of specialised software. Other hindering
data integration factors are the use of a range of different identifiers and descriptors (names) to
identify the same or similar geographies and locations such as a city centre, an electorate, a
local government area, or a catchment.

Location Index will introduce a consistent way to access, analyse and use location data to
support reliable and repeatable processes through automation and application of standards.
Streamline data access and analysis provides faster and more accurate way to support a range
of policy questions.

3 The Benefits of Location Index
The benefits of developing an agreed and consistent way(s) under Loc-I to translate
and connect different government data include:









reducing costs in accessing the data
enabling fast and easy discoverability and access to the data
enabling stable, persistent and repeatable access to the data
reducing complexity in using of the data
increasing interoperability with other datasets
improving decision making through the use of trusted data
providing transparency in how the data was made and what is planned for the datasets
future
enabling improved ability to integrate geospatial and socio-economic data to support
environmental accounting requirements

3.1 Location Index solution - what and how high level
3.1.1 Methods of Spatial Enablement of Data
There are three (3) fundamental methods of spatially enabling data, or more plainly describing
location. Everything has a location, but there are numerous ways in which we can describe that
location. However, these different methods all can be grouped under three main classes (or
types), as follows:
1. Descriptive Based Locations;
2. Position & Geometry Based Locations;
3. Indexing Based Locations.
Annexure A discusses some of the key challenges presented by the more traditional methods of
spatially enabling data (i.e. Descriptive and Position/Geometry based locations).

3.1.1.1 Descriptive Based Locations
Descriptive locations are the way we (as humans) prefer to make reference to location. It is
semantic and often linked with associations to other things described in a more human friendly
way. An example could be “The house on the hill”; which might also include in the description of
direction or route. Such as: “The house on the hill, past the oak tree on the corner as you travel
up the road to the North”. These types of descriptions of location can be very rich in contextual
information that enable a human to understand not just the “where is it?” type of question but
also the “how do I get there?” question.
Encoding descriptive locations into a machine readable (let alone a machine friendly) form that
also has the necessary context to support spatial data integration with other datasets is a
significant challenge. One which is a significant focus of the semantic web and Linked Data
communities.

3.1.1.2 Position & Geometry Based Locations
Describing location using coordinates and geometries is a more precise and direct way to refer
to points and areas of interest on the surface of the Earth. However, while being more precise,
these ways of describing location are less human friendly; requiring some level of education and
training in order for someone to be able to easily interpret what that position or geometry means
in the real-world context. On the other hand, positions and geometry descriptions for location
are more machine readable and therefore more scalable in the context of Big Data.

3.1.1.3 Indexing Based Locations
This is where the location of a particular object or feature is abstracted away by some
classification schema which is uniquely referenced by an identifier. Often these methods for
describing location appear unintelligible to a human reading it; however, for a machine it is very
precise and requires trivial effort to read and interpret the exact location of that piece of
information.
Indexing classification of data can be done from either (or both) the semantic and spatial
perspective. For example SA1 meshblocks are defined by a classification based on population
demographics; while a DGGS defines a cell as an equal-area coverage of the Earth. In both
cases the resulting classified objects each have a unique identifier that is used to reference the
object and each object also has a spatial geometry associated with it. However, because there
is an index for each object it is a trivial and efficient process for a machine to search for and
retrieve data that has been associated with that index.
The key difference between say a meshblock and a DGGS cell is that the cells of a DGGS are
defined in a much more systematic and consistent way (from a spatial perspective) using simple
rather than complex geometries.

5 Stakeholder Perspectives
Research was conducted by CSIRO to investigate the social architecture as it refers to the
design of the human dimensions of Loc-I. The Social Architecture Report describes activities
undertaken to document the current state of the environment within which Loc-I will be
operating. It focuses on the human (social and institutional) dimensions of the Loc-I ‘system’,
and interactions with the following stakeholders groups to document current state:





End user (data analyst) requirements for Loc-I;
Loc-I spatial data providers;
Technical stakeholders - owners and operators of the information systems with which
Loc-I will need to interact for it to be a success; and
Situational stakeholders - those that play a role have an interest in governance of spatial
and Linked Data.

An initial assessment of Loc-I stakeholders was undertaken to define the current environment
that Loc-I will operate in, and begin engagement with stakeholders to co-design the future state
of the solution. Stakeholders are divided into four groups, as presented in Figure 1, below.

Figure1

From this research these spatial enablement guidelines have been centred around the Loc-I
users/data analysts and were summarised as a set of the following archetypes.
 Spatial Data Providers;
○ Data Analyst/Broker
 Data Managers;
○ Enterprise Data Warehouse Manager,
 Data Integrators
○ Data Analyst
○ GIS Analyst
○ Data Lab User
○ Economist
Section 9 describes the spatial enablement of the above archetypes.

Figure 2 (below) describes the interactions and environments between different archetypes.
For more information on the Social Architecture please refer to the following document
https://locationindex.s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/Social+Architecture+Report.docx

Figure 2

5.1 Spatial data providers
The spatial data provider archetype is a publisher of spatial data resources and is responsible
for managing those resources. They negotiate the demands of both internal and external
stakeholders for the development of analytical products and that the sources are appropriate
and reference by a suitable spatial index.
They will ask questions such as;
“I want to add a new spatial index to the Loc-I”

5.2 Data managers
The data manager archetype works behind the scenes to manage curate, and supply
organisations with their own internal data.
They will ask questions such as;
“I want to add Loc-I ids to my data (or data that I manage)”

5.3 Data Integrators
The data integrator archetype works for an agency that wants to use data that has already been
embedded with Loc-I ids. There are a number of tools/api’s that provide access to that data to
support integrated analyses to support policy questions.
They will ask questions such as;
“I want to integrate data using Loc-I ids.”
For the analysts wanting to conduct analyses between datasets a number of applications have
been developed to access these relationships (e.g. Linksets).
For the analysts who are developing applications for the integration of data access to Loc-I
identifiers this can be achieved through the Loc-I cache api’s. These api’s will provide the
building blocks for a developer to create specific use case driven applications that support the
integration of data through authoritative Loc-I identifiers.
For the analysts wanting to query and traverse between datasets the IDerDown tool being
prototyped by CSIRO provides a way for users to discover, query and download authoritative
identifiers for spatial features published as Linked Data.
For the analysts wanting to reapportion data referenced using one Loc-I dataset to another Loc-I
dataset across different geographies the Excelerator tool being prototyped by CSIRO presents a
useful way to do this.

7 What’s under the hood?
Loc-I provides an integrated system to enable consistent access to location data. The figure 3
below provides an overview of the Loc-I integrated system.

Figure 3

The Loc-I Integrated System enables consistent access to location data by:
a) Stabilising the identity of geographies and their locations through the minting of
authoritative and governed web resolvable identifiers, namely Linked Data identifiers. In
the Figure above, Spatial Datasets, Linksets (which are datasets that link between
spatial datasets), and the ontologies all have unique, unambiguous, web-resolvable
Linked Data identifiers that give them stable identity. The Datasets, Linksets and
Ontologies are deployed as Linked Data. This means any spatial location can be
unambiguously referenced - whether it is in a local database or embedded within data
products that use Loc-I.
b) Providing semantic descriptions for each identifier - feature type descriptions, feature
instances, datasets and associated objects, and their relationships. Ontologies (or
shared conceptual information models) provide the relevant definitions and semantic
information models that underpin the description of each feature type, as illustrated in
the figure above. This is provided through the relevant ontologies such as the ASGS
ontology. See the next section on “Ontologies” for more information.
c) Generation of authoritative Linksets. Linksets are datasets that describe linkages of
features in one dataset to features in other datasets. Loc-I provides a platform for
registering and sharing nationally consistent and authoritative Linksets.

d) Providing a reference Loc-I knowledge graph instance (aka. the Loc-I graph
cache). The Loc-I Ontologies, Datasets and Linksets provide a base for which a
knowledge graph is able to be assembled. Combinations of Datasets and Linksets are
able to be used to meet certain purposes, such as integrating population data with
environmental observations. Therefore any number of Loc-I knowledge graphs can be
created from the underlying Datasets and Linksets. A Loc-I graph cache or knowledge
graph provides applications and users with powerful and flexible semantic queries
across the indexed datasets, linksets and ontologies. The Loc-I project currently
assembles the ASGS, Geofabric and G-NAF Datasets and relevant Linksets and
ontologies, and indexes them into an integrated graph cache, which is called the “Loc-I
Graph Cache”. Queries to the Loc-I Graph Cache is currently accessible via SPARQL
API interface and via the Loc-I Integrated API REST interface as shown in the figure
above.
e) Loc-I query interfaces (APIs) and Applications that provide users access to the Loc-I
Integrated System Cache and query engines. In addition to the “Loc-I Graph Cache”, the
Loc-I infrastructure provides secondary reference caches that allows optimisation on
certain queries, such as a text search engine cache and a GeoDatabase. Users can
interface with these via the Loc-I Integrated REST API as shown in the figure above.

7.1.1 Ontologies
An ontology is a document which captures the conceptual model of things in the world. The
ontologies provide the foundational semantic definitions needed for consistently describing the
respective geography dataset, their members and its relationships to other objects, e.g. ASGS
2016 and its features such as each Mesh Block, SA1, SA2, SA3, and SA4 region. The figure
below show how the ASGS dataset is “spatially-enabled” into Loc-I by documenting the
semantic concepts and relationships of the ASGS dataset.

Figure 4

In the current version of Loc-I, ontologies have been developed for each geography, i.e. ASGS,
Figure 4. Example of the ASGS dataset that has been spatially-enabled into Loc-I using the
ASGS ontology,. More details on the Loc-I ontologies can be found here:
http://locationindex.org/definitional.html

7.1.2 Linked Data Identifiers
Linked Data uses the Web to connect related data together via web identifiers. These web
identifiers are the building blocks on which descriptions of data can attached. These then form a
graph of data that is scalable online. Web identifiers are minted for each Loc-I location to enable
linking that is unambiguous, i.e. instead of linking terms like “ACT”, we can now unambiguously
use the web identifier ‘http://linked.data.gov.au/dataset/asgs2016/stateorterritory/8’ to reference
the location, which resolves to a ASGS State or Territory Feature. This Feature is also a
concept that has been explicitly captured and defined in the ASGS ontology as a concept.
Looking up the web identifier provides additional information about the resource and related
objects, which in turn could be resolved to get more information.

We can also similarly apply these for other Feature types that is defined in the data and
captured in the respective ontology, such as ASGS Statistical Area 1 Features. These in turn
can then be used to resolve and annotate relevant information about the feature using Linked
Data systems, for example, for the ASGS 2016 SA1 of 80105104902, we can mint the Linked
Data web identifier of
http://linked.data.gov.au/dataset/asgs2016/statisticalarealevel1/80105104902, and annotate
information such as which regions in the ASGS 2016 that they are within or contain, what are
the alternate labels used to identify this region, and other regions that this feature intersects
with.
The figure 5 below shows an excerpt of the Linked Data graph view of the ASGS 2016 dataset
where http://linked.data.gov.au/dataset/asgs2016/stateorterritory/8 is linked with the SA1 region
http://linked.data.gov.au/dataset/asgs2016/statisticalarealevel1/80105104902 by the ‘within
state’ property and additional information about each data item has more details annotated as
nodes in the graph, such as the label, the category the SA1 region belongs to and the area.

Figure 5

Nodes such as these can then be easily connected to other Dataset nodes and scaled up
across the world-wide-web (WWW) as a web of data. Users can then traverse these links using

standard web protocols. The Loc-I infrastructure also caches these nodes in a central RDF triple
store and provides APIs to query these resources via the Loc-I Integrated System.

9 Spatial Enablement Guidelines
9.1 Spatial Data Providers - Adding a New Dataset to Loc-I
One of the roles of Loc-I is to provide (and publish) a set of authoritative spatial identifiers to
facilitate the interoperability of public datasets between organisations. To ensure the validity and
of these spatial identifiers it is vital that a well designed and resourced governance process be
implemented as part of Loc-I. For an organisation seeking to certify and publish their own spatial
identifiers as “Loc-I” identifiers from a dataset that they govern/publish they must be able to
satisfy the following criteria:
● There must be a linked data version of the dataset
● Submitters must demonstrate that the dataset is well governed/maintained by their own
internal processes
● Submitters must demonstrate that the dataset is widely used
● Submitters must demonstrate the need for the minting of a “new” Loc-I index of the
dataset (i.e. why an existing Loc-I index can’t support the proposed operation)
● Submitters must describe any key relationships within their data (e.g. hierarchical as well
as defined vs calculated relationships)
● Submissions much undergo a technical vetting process (to be defined by the Spatial
Linking Authority)

Figure 6

The Loc-I cache will be governed by the Spatial Linking Authority (SLA) and operated by the
Location Index Governance Committee. The role of the SLA is to serve as the institutional
governance body for official Loc-I spatial identifiers. Organisations seeking to publish their
spatial indices as Loc-I identifiers must submit a proposal to the SLA which will oversee the

vetting process using the above criteria figure 6. The SLA will certify the Loc-I spatial identifiers
to the cache. The role of Geoscience Australia is to administer the Loc-I cache infrastructure.
Agencies wishing to add a new Location Index to the cache need to apply using a template New
Location Index dataset stating the above criteria which can be submitted to the Location Index
mailbox (locationindex@ga.gov.au).

Refer to https://github.com/CSIRO-enviro-informatics/loci.cat/wiki/Rules-for-Loc-Idatasets#fields-to-include-for-loc-i-feature-instances

9.2 Data Managers - Adding Loc-I Identifiers to your data
Not all data and/or organisations will want, or need, to publish their data as formal Loc-I
datasets and identifiers. For a data manager who is interested in accessing and using Loc-I
spatial identifiers and the associated certified Loc-I datasets, rather than publishing (and
certifying) their own data as a Loc-I dataset, there is a need for Loc-I to provide guidance on
how they can achieve this.
For Loc-I to support this user archetype and the use cases that are important to them, the
following online Loc-I infrastructures to be developed and supported:
● A registry of certified Loc-I spatial indices and their associated datasets
● A resource that describes the data and features related to Loc-I indices
● A data discovery, query and access tool (e.g. Loc-I Explorer)
● A data reapportionment tool (e.g. Excelerator) to enable the user to upload their own
custom geometry features and to map/resample the Loc-I datasets to those geometries.
Appropriate documentation will be necessary to enable this type of user to be able to fully
understand how the Loc-I datasets and indices are defined and how those relationships relate to
their own data.

9.3 Data Integrators - Integrating data using Loc-I

9.3.1 Non-GIS Data Analysts
Loc-I provides tools and platforms for users who need to integrate data quickly without GIS skills
and/or needing to use a GIS tool. Tasks for these users:
● How do i transform and re-apportion of data between reporting geographies using predefined spatial relationships without using specialised GIS software
● What are all the addresses for a given reporting geographic location (e.g. ASGS 2016
SA1)

9.3.2 Tools created to integrate data using Loc-I

9.3.2.1 Data Reapportionment Tool
This tool (http://excelerator.loci.cat/) enables users to reapportion data referenced using one
Loc-I data set to another Loc-I dataset e.g. population count by ASGS Meshblocks
reapportioned to Geofabric contracted catchments.
Usage:
Once files are uploaded for reapportionment must meet the following requirements:
● The file must be in CSV format

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

It must contain a header row
The first column must contain URI's of a loci dataset
The selected 'from' dataset must be the same as the URI's in the first column
No URI may be repeated
All other columns must contain valid values (ie only numbers, no letters, no blanks)
It must be under 100MB in size
Only base types from each dataset can be used from, and convert to:
ASGS - Meshblocks
Geofabric - Contracted Catchments
GNAS - Addresses
There is time limit of 10 minutes per job. This limit is simply to allow multiple users to test
and use the prototype without long waiting periods.
Once submitted, a job is created and placed on the job queue. The progress of the jobs should
update in realtime in your browser. Subsequent returns to this service from the SAME
browser will allow you to see the previously submitted jobs, and their progress. Progress is
not lost or paused between visits.
When a job is completed, a file will be available for download from the job details row.

9.3.2.2 Data discover and Download Tool
A tool to allow users to discover and download authoritative identifiers for spatial features
published as Linked Data
The tool (http://excelerator.loci.cat/iderdown) provides the ability to query and filter spatial
identifiers using one or more parent (containing) spatial features in the same dataset. e.g. give
me a list of all the Meshblock identifiers in SA1 numbers 123 and 456.
Usage:
● Select the Loc-I dataset and feature type you wish to download ID's for
● Select the parent feature type (parent of that selected in the Dataset above) you wish to
constrain the download set by, in conjunction with the IDs listed in the IDs control
● Select IDs from a list of comma separated IDs (URIs), of the type selected by the filter,
specifying the exact features to constrain the download results.
● Once submitted, a job is created and placed on the job queue. The progress of the jobs
should update in realtime in your browser.
● When a job is completed, a file will be available for download.
There is are help pages on the http://excelerator.loci.cat website for both of these tools

9.3.3 App Developers
App developers require access to APIs and tools that will integrates data regularly (on request),
repeatedly etc (need live access to cache).
App Developers will be interested and, most likely, tasked to develop Apps or specialised APIs
to enable organisations to build value-added products that links to and integrates their data with
Loc-I. They will need to access the relevant Loc-I APIs and Linked Data APIs in order to build

their App or API. The figure 7 below illustrates how an App Developer might access the relevant
APIs:

Figure 7

Loc-I Integrated System APIs:
● Loc-I Integration API (REST API) - refer to http://loci.cat/integration-api.html
● Loc-I Graph API (SPARQL API) - refer to http://loci.cat/ref-cache.html
Relevant Linked Data APIs (LD APIs) provide the Linked Data descriptions for each resource
that has been registered with Loc-I. Currently these LD APIs are available:

ASGS
https://asgsld.net/
Geofabric
https://geofabricld.net/
G-NAF
https://gnafld.net/
Placenames:
Git:
https://github.com/GeoscienceAustralia/placenames-dataset
https://github.com/GeoscienceAustralia/Place-Names
Placenames live API (in development)
http://ec2-52-63-73-113.ap-southeast-2.compute.amazonaws.com/placenames-dataset/

AusPIX DGGS API
Git:
https://github.com/GeoscienceAustralia/AusPIX_DGGS
https://github.com/GeoscienceAustralia/AusPIX-DGGS-dataset
AusPIX DGGS live API
http://ec2-52-63-73-113.ap-southeast-2.compute.amazonaws.com/AusPIX-DGGS-dataset/

9.3.4 Enterprise data warehouse (EDW) administrators
EDW administrators require tools to help enable their current Enterprise Data Warehouse
systems to interface and/or adopt Loc-I infrastructure. These include Loc-I identifiers as a
additional column to the data warehouse content or deploying an instance of the Loc-I
Integrated Cache System and Tools.
[ Description of Loc-I integrated Cache System and tools ] TBC

9.3.5 GIS Analysts
GIS analysts may want to use Loc-I to download and use reference spatial datasets.
Additionally, GIS analysts may want to encode Loc-I identifiers for data they are producing for
downstream use - i.e. use Loc-I URIs to link to other data.
Most important thing is to identify the spatial index upon which your data is based. What type of
spatial feature (meshblock, address, etc) is used within your data that are described in the SLA.
● GIS analyst can use the Loc-I URI’s to link to their data by;
● GIS analyst can also join data based on known geometries or attribution providing they
understand the relationship of the spatial feature..

9.3.6 What does Integrating data mean?
9.3.6.1 Raster and Vector Data Integration and Analysis
Under Loc-I we want to be able to integrate data across multiple data types in a seamless and
efficient way. This presents a challenge to do this in a consistent and scalable way, even within
data of the same type.

9.3.6.1.1 Vector-only based Analyses
When working with vector data (e.g. point, line and polygon datasets) alone this can be done
using standard GIS and spatial analysis methods that can be used to identify the spatial
relationships between each vector object. While this process is relatively straight forward
(provided you have access to the necessary GIS and other spatial analysis tools) - essentially,
working through the dimensionality of vector-type objects (from points (0 dimensions), to lines (1
dimensions), to polygons (2 dimensions), to solids (3 dimensions) and comparing the
constituent elements of these objects against a set of spatial relationships (e.g. within, adjacent,
covering, intersecting, etc…).
However, vector based analyses do not scale well because the process requires many, many
spatial computations to determine the spatial relationships of each element of each object in
each dataset for a prescribed region of interest. When the number of elements, the number of
objects, the number of vector datasets and/or the size of the region of interest becomes very
large, the computational effort required to perform the analysis significantly impacts on the
efficiency of the operation.
One solution is to pre-compute all of the relationships between these data. But this can create
both a data management and a query biasing issue. The data volumes required to store the precomputed vector-object relationships will become very large and this will impose a data
management overhead that must be properly resourced to sustain - particularly in relation to
“live”/dynamic datasets that are constantly being updated over time. If one chooses to limit the
full range of spatial relationships by which to associate the elements of these data (so as to
better manage the data storage overheads) then they will be limiting (and biasing) the set of
questions a user may ask of the data to that pre-defined set. This makes it difficult to efficiently
support the unanticipated questions from users.

9.3.6.1.2 Raster-only based Analyses
By virtue of their data structure, rasters are far more efficient and scalable when it comes to the
computational effort required for spatial analyses. However, there are some issues that must be
addressed when comparing and integrating different raster datasets. Chief amongst these is
that most raster/image datasets are constructed as ‘data-bounded’ objects (i.e. the position, size
and extents of pixels are determined by the extent and sample separation of the underlying
source data used to construct the raster dataset). This means that in order to compare and
integrate two (or more) raster datasets they must be resampled to a common grid structure
where the pixels are all the same size and are spatially aligned.
This leads to both added computation requirements and introduced errors in the data that
cannot be reversed; and may lead to a cascading effect of error propagation across datasets.
For this reason, rasters are generally more appropriate for visualisation and qualitative analyses
of trends in underlying (source) datasets rather than for direct quantitative analyses.

9.3.6.1.3 Joint Raster-Vector based Analyses
Conducting joint raster-vector analyses is possible using conventional GIS and/or spatial
analysis approaches, but presents its own challenges. This is due to the very different data

structures that require different methods of data access. And, in order to perform the joint
analyses the user is required to use one of the following three approaches:
● Convert the raster dataset(s) into classified vector datasets (e.g. polygon classifications
of pixel values) and then proceed with a Vector-based analysis method;
● Convert the vector dataset(s) into a rasterised representation of the vector objects that is
aligned with the raster grid structure of the raster dataset these data are to be compared
with and then proceed with a Raster-based analysis method;
● Apply a vector-based spatial comparison (e.g. within) of every pixel within the raster
dataset(s) with the objects of the vector dataset(s).

9.3.6.2 Semantic and Spatial Data Integration
Integrating semantic data within a spatial context is difficult. It requires an understanding of
ontologies and vocabularies used to describe things in a human readable/understandable way;
which of course will vary from community to community based on both technical and linguistic
differences. And then to link and correlate these different semantic descriptions of the same
things together. Add the concept of place and location to this and without the consistent and
machine readable approaches of Linked Data architectures it would be almost an impossible
task to consistently associated textural information to its location; or the location of other things
that are located in the same place.
Loc-I is attempting to provide this stable, well structured and well documented Linked Data
infrastructure to enable the integration of textural information with location. And through Loc-I a
set of static relationships between spatial and semantic data are being developed (e.g. Linksets)
as a set of certified and authoritative geographies (currently limited to polygons) that enable the
integration of these types of data without the use of GIS.
Extending this pattern of semantic to spatial data integration to other geographies and/or data
types (e.g. points, lines, coverages, rasters/images etc…) requires a separate, but common,
data integration approach.

9.3.6.3 A Common Data Integration Approach
In order to perform raster, vector and semantic data integration in a scalable and efficient way a
common spatial framework is required. This common framework must have the following
properties:
● It must be able to map to vector, raster and semantic/textual objects, either individually
or collectively, to location in a common and consistent way;
● It must be able to work with data at multiple spatial resolutions and extents;
● It must be a grid based spatial framework to enable fast array-based (i.e. raster type)
data integration operations;
● It must be a spatially fixed infrastructure - with the coordinates of each grid cell being
fixed in space and time.
● Each grid cell must have a unique and immutable reference identifier; and,

●

It must be able to respond to the unanticipated user question without requiring the precomputation of all possible spatial relationships across all possible datasets from all
possible data sources.

Under Loc-I GA is implementing such a common spatial framework in the form of the AusPIX
Discrete Global Grid System.

